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FYI:FYI:
The Internal Revenue Service has extended the filing deadlineThe Internal Revenue Service has extended the filing deadline
for personal taxes for tax year 2020 to May 17th from Aprilfor personal taxes for tax year 2020 to May 17th from April
1515thth. The state of Illinois followed as well, so taxpayers have. The state of Illinois followed as well, so taxpayers have
an extra month to gather their documents tax together foran extra month to gather their documents tax together for
filing.filing.

Save, it's so simpleSave, it's so simple

I was watching the American Express Summit where Shaq
was describing a time when he asked a wealthy
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restaurant owner how he was able to maintain his wealth.
Apparently, the answer was blissfully simple...
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Business maintenanceBusiness maintenance

I suggest that you always take some time to work on
your business, rather than in your business. This does
not need to only be done at the beginning or the
end of the year....
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Ideal Client:
ServicesServices

Leif Jensen and Associates provides Accounting,

Bookkeeping, Payroll, Tax, and Consulting services for

businesses and individuals. Check out our services

outline for all that we can expertly provide!

Visit our services page

Idiom of the Month
Skeleton in the closetSkeleton in the closet

Meaning: A secret source of shame or
embarrassment, which an individual often takes
pains to conceal.

Origin: During 19th-century England, one
periodical, The Eclectic Review, used the phrase
almost literally: It was mentioned in reference to a
family attempting to keep a son's illness secret
("Two great sources of distress are the danger of
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contagion and the apprehension of hereditary
diseases. The dread of being the cause of misery
to posterity has prevailed over men to conceal the
skeleton in the closet"). 
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